The Winkle Terra Cotta Company
St. Louis, Missouri
Manufacturers of
Architectural Terra Cotta
Standard, Glazed and
Polychrome

Specialists In
- Structural Steel
- Grey Iron Castings
- Semi-Steel Castings
- Light Forgings
- Special Machinery
- Railroad Castings
- Sewer Castings
- Prison Installations
- Ornamental Iron
- Welding
- Repairing Equipment

Send for these
- Bulletin B
- Heavy Structural Steel
- Bulletin C
- Special Machinery
- Bulletin E
- Grey Iron Castings
- Bulletin D
- Homes, Garages, Schools, Churches and Stores

St. Paul Foundry Co.
St. Paul, Minn.
Over 40 Products of Interest to
Home Builders

Duplicate Tracings
Old tracings, soiled by handling or dam-
aged by water, can be duplicated by our
new and patented "SEE BEE" Process.
Don't re-draw, but get a duplicate on
tracing cloth, true to scale, water-proofed,
eliminatating all defects shown on the old
and used copy. Use this new invention.
Ask Us About It

ACME BLUE PRINT PAPER COMPANY
118 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
Blue Prints, Drawing Materials, etc.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
MANUFACTURED
Metal Spinning
and Turning

RADIO EQUIPMENT
Architects specifying our Highest Quality,
Made-to-order, Lighting Fixtures are sure
of most pleasing results.

JACOB ANDRESEN CO.
Corner 3d St. and 3d Ave. S., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

The Architect recognizes
beautifully carved wood as the
most appropriate medium for the
adornment of the church interior.
He will find our Wood Carving
Studies ready to co-operate with
him to any degree in the interpre-
tation and faithful execution of his
designs and specifications.
His request for a copy of "Ars
Ecclesiastica" will bring him a use-
ful addition to his reference library.

THE WOOD CARVING STUDIOS OF
American Seating Company
General Office:
1095 Lytton Building, CHICAGO
Branch Offices in Principal Cities

A European Tour for Architects

The party will be limited to 20 and will be under the
leadership of Ralph Fanning, professor of Architecture in Ohio State
University.

The aim of this tour is to provide professional instruction
and guidance in the study of historic architecture by means of travel.
Due attention will be paid, however, to painting, sculp-
ture, and other allied arts.
Sketching will be a prominent feature of the programs.
The business management will be that of the Bureau of
University Travel and in connection with the tour, 20 SCHOLAR-
SHIPS OF $200 EACH are offered to those who can qualify.

Full information & application blank will be sent on request.

Bureau of University Travel
8 Boyd Street
Newton, Mass.
An Everlasting Shelter

IMPERIAL Closed Shingle Tiles defy time. They are permanent themselves, and give permanence to the structure they shelter. No flame can warp or crumble them. No extremes of climate can affect them. They afford everlasting beauty and protection.

In addition to IMPERIAL Closed Shingle Tiles as used on the above residence, we have other patterns adapted to this style of architecture. They are the Interlocking English, which lays with a 2-inch longer exposure than the Closed Shingle, and several types of Slab Shingles. They are made in various colors and textures to suit almost any color scheme.

IMPERIAL
Closed Shingle Tiles

Ludowici-Celadon Company
104 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Architects, engineers and contractors find BRIXMENT mortar best for winter

In addition to greater strength, endurance, plasticity and ease of working, finer architectural possibilities and economy in mixing and laying up the wall, Brixment possesses a certain oily content that repels moisture and reduces the likelihood of freezing to a minimum.

"We have had less freezing of joints with mortar made of Brixment than with any other mortar we have ever used", writes a large masonry contracting company whose experiences with other interesting information on Brixment have been published in an attractive booklet which will be mailed you on request.

Economically and structurally, Brixment has proved itself the logical mortar material for all seasons and especially effective in reducing the trying ordeals of cold-weather masonry construction. For these reasons more and more architects, engineers and contractors are recommending the use of Brixment mortar exclusively to insure uniformly better masonry under all conditions.

Mortar made with one part Brixment, three parts sand and sufficient water for proper consistency may be mixed immediately before using. Needs no slaking. Does not become air-set. Requires less mortar color and does not fade it. Attains a final strength exceeding that of the brick itself. Sold through dealers. Louisville Cement Co., Incorporated, Louisville, Ky.

BRIXMENT

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS AND WHEN DOING SO KINDLY MENTION THE WESTERN ARCHITECT
The Michigan Union Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Pond & Pond, Architects
Chicago

CLOISTER BRICK

Used for this Architectural Masterpiece

In the Michigan Union Building the architects have conceived and wrought a wonderful piece of architecture—remarkable in the rare beauty of its design, and also in the adept selection of materials which carry out the original conception so perfectly.

The walls present a most commendable example of the beautiful results to be obtained from the knowing use of face brick. The soft velvety-finish texture of the Cloister Brick used, and their warm subdued tones of red and brown combine to produce walls of richness and dignity, and with a strength of character that is the real making of any structure.

WESTERN BRICK COMPANY
Danville, Illinois
Capacity Over One Hundred Million Annually

Architects not familiar with Cloister Brick should write Dept. 33 for our Cloister Booklet.
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An Amazing Time and Material Saver

For the past half a century the structural merit of Indiana Limestone has been demonstrated to the building world and the tremendous demand for it has necessitated constant improvement in the machine methods employed in stone mills.

Originally, what is known as “Gang Saws” were suspended by ropes and the sand and water used in cutting the stone, were separately fed to the saws by hand, the ropes also being lowered by hand as the saws cut their way into the stone. Later, with every effort directed toward efficiency, the ropes were replaced with rigid swinging arms, with four feed screws controlling the feed of the saws. Next the feed was made automatic, and then came the “automatic sand feed”.

On saws using sand with automatic feed and circulating pump, the sand and water return to the pump pit after they have gone over the stone, and by a simple but ingenious arrangement, the particles of sand which have become too fine to be longer effective, are washed out through an overflow.

Gradually this most skillful modern method of sawing stone has supplanted all others. The Gang Saws are operated by either pendulum or parallel motion. The pendulum motion Gang lifts at end of each stroke and thereby forces the sand into the stone—the sand does the cutting. The parallel motion Gang has no lift and is the one generally employed where crushed steel is used in place of sand. The cutting is done by a straight backward and forward movement of the saw, which is notched to carry the abrasive into the cuts.

By these methods quantity production is obtained and the stone now can be sawed at the rate of 6" an hour. Obsolete methods required weeks to obtain results produced today in a few hours.

Day and night these machines are in operation, endlessly turning out this fine natural stone to meet the Nation’s needs.

Booklets on Indiana Limestone will be sent free on request.

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association, Box 767, Bedford, Indiana
Metropolitan Service Bureau, 622 Marbridge Building, New York City
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THE practised eye can visualize the beauty of such brickwork far more vividly than words can describe it. One hundred examples of artistic brickwork have been assembled in "Architectural Details in Brickwork." The plates, issued in three series, each in an enclosed folder, ready for filing, will be sent to any architect requesting them on his office stationery. Address, American Face Brick Association, 1755 Peoples Life Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
SPOTLESSLY CLEAN— AND EASILY KEPT SO

Far-seeing architects and institutional boards, when specifying wall and wainscoting material, look beyond present whiteness, present cleanliness, apparent hardness. They insist upon a stainproof, changeless slab material that is easy to keep spotlessly sanitary year after year under the test of continuous service. It must withstand both use and abuse—and never lose its original finish.

Vitrolite was developed to meet all requirements of an ideal slab material for wainscoting and wall-surfacing in public washrooms, toilet rooms, corridors, and lunch rooms.

On request we will refer you to installations in your own locality where Vitrolite has given perfect satisfaction. Write for specification data.

THE VITROLITE COMPANY
Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago
Service Organizations in Principal Cities of America and Overseas
Pass-Type Freight Elevator Doors—
Underwriters’ Labelled

PEELLE Pass-Type doors, designed especially for high door openings, are approved by the Underwriters Laboratories. Like other PEELLE Doors, the Pass-Type self-sealing doors are counter-balanced, operate vertically within the elevator shaft and possess the exclusive truckable feature.

Buildings equipped with these doors receive the benefit of lower insurance rates and save the extra tax which is levied on every Pass-Type door not bearing the Underwriters label.

When the architects planned the Ludwig Baumann & Company Building and required Pass-Type Doors for the freight elevator enclosures, they specified PEELLE, just as a great many other architects have done, with similar jobs.

The Peelle Catalog fully describes Peelle Freight Elevator Doors of all types. It should be in every architect’s file. Send for a copy, gratis.

THE PEELLE COMPANY
Brooklyn · · · New York
Boston · Cleveland · Philadelphia · and 12 other cities

PEELLE Freight Elevator DOORS
Counterbalanced-Truckable
The Test of Experience

The architect's knowledge of, and experience with, a material is supplemented to an important extent by the observation of his superintendent on the job. The report he makes, based on his intimate daily experience right on the job, goes far in determining the architect's future attitude toward the various materials that have been used.

A material must have outstanding merit, as demonstrated by their own experience, if it would be specified over and over by the architect and accepted without question by the contractor. Because of just such distinctive merit, Denison Load-Bearing Tile is specified most frequently by those architects who have had the most experience with it, and is accepted most gladly by those contractors who have used it most.

Specify Denison Load-Bearing Tile.

Mason City Brick and Tile Co.
Mason City, Iowa
DETAIL OF MAIN ENTRANCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN UNION, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
POND AND POND, ARCHITECTS
The meeting of the National Board of Jurisdictional Awards, held at Washington, February 19-22, in its practical, and it is hoped its prophetic sense, was one of the most important, impressive and constructive assemblies yet convened for the amelioration of disturbances which retard and interfere with the progress of the building business. It was important in that it sought to arbitrate one of the most serious and costly disputes among those jurisdictional disagreements which have been the cause of three-quarters of building labor strikes. Impressive, for here were gathered in a crowded room at the National hotel, manufacturers' representatives not only from eastern but middle-west and western cities; leaders in the various labor Unions involved in one or another phase of the question; delegates from electrical Unions, whose interest was in that part of the question which affected installation of electric base conduits; and architects, to which profession the amicable settlement of such questions in a just and efficient manner is paramount. Constructive conference because the way of arbitration and fair dealing between all directly interested was taken instead of an invocation of the force of legal enactment which prosecutes but does not eradicate; a way which alone can bring the tranquillity that is the one necessity in the combination of all forces that make up the building industry. Here, headed by Ernest J. Russell, of Saint Louis, a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects, as Chairman of the Board of Jurisdictional Awards, a very important question affecting the peace of the building industry was discussed before a non-partisan board representative of the different elements composing that industry. Much was added to the general impressiveness by the attendance of architects, both as witnesses and as members of the Board. The main subject of controversy was that which for the past several years has been most prolific of strikes, the question of whether carpenters or sheet metal workers should hang metal doors. To the layman it is almost incomprehensible that such a seemingly trivial dispute should disrupt the work on hundreds of buildings and destroy the labor and time of thousands of workmen, even those in no way connected with the controversy, involving the loss of thousands of dollars to the owners who paid the bills as well as to contractors and workmen. Although the decision will not be made by the Board until May 21, the testimony of architects favored such work being done by carpenters rather than by metal workers. And because of their non-partisan as well as intelligent view of the question, the testimony of the architects should have a preponderant weight. It was urged that a previous decision of the Board in favor of the metal workers should be reversed, as in the Eastern part of the country, particularly, metal doors and trim had always been handled by the carpenters who were well qualified by their training for the accurate work required and for placing the necessary hardware. It was pointed out by the architect witnesses that sheet metal workers were hardly so qualified. In fact, most of the testimony which was given before the Board throughout the session was overwhelming in favor of the work remaining in the province of the carpenters. Of the session Mr. Robert D. Kohn, of New York, one of the architect witnesses said: "The experiment which the Board of Jurisdictional Awards is trying to work out is most important to the industry. The most disquieting news at the present time is that it seems likely Mr. E. J. Russell of Saint Louis, the chairman, will refuse re-election when his term expires in May. He has been by far the most ardent and inspiring supporter of the scheme, and it will be hard to replace him. Anyone who saw the meeting in Washington on February 19, the large, earnest audience, the intensity with which the subject was debated, will realize how valuable has been the disinterested and high-minded service rendered by Mr. Russell throughout the last three years. It is so well worth while to try to face the disagreements in the building industry before they actually work out in strikes that the opportunity for service should certainly appeal to the leaders in the architectural pro-
profession.” Mr. Russell’s splendid service has been continuous and laborious in a cause that has no self-interest to sustain and little public appreciation to encourage. Much to be regretted as his resignation would be it seems due to him that some other self-sacrificing and capable individual may be found to relieve him. Meanwhile the jurisdictional board scheme of which he has been sponsor sets the mark of sanity and just dealing upon labor controversies that have been distinguished by everything that is the opposite in their destructive tendencies.

Perhaps the most significant expression of the changes in outlook, if not in ethical standards, themselves, is indicated by the action of the next largest Chapter of the American Institute of Architects in pledging its members to the support of a Citizens’ Committee, by placing rulings of that committee in all contracts. Ever since the organization of the Citizens’ Committee to Enforce the Landis Award, the architectural profession in Chicago has given the work of that committee its tentative support. Individual architects have given active service in the effort to establish the most equitable provisions of the Landis Award as the custom, if not the law, governing all transactions between contractors, owners and the several building trades. A “revised petition and pledge,” prepared by a Joint Committee, is the latest development, and this is presented to the architects of Chicago for individual signature. It pledges the approval and endorsement of the Citizens’ Committee policies, and promises to uphold them, insisting that invitations to bids be confined only to contractors who co-operate to establish those policies and includes an agreement that in all such contracts the following most definite paragraph be inserted:

“In consideration of the fact that a body of citizens known as The Citizens’ Committee to Enforce the Landis Award has been organized to assist in establishing and maintaining in co-operation with the architects and contractors just and fair conditions in the building industry, which conditions, with the exception of wages, are founded upon and expressed by the terms and findings handed down by Arbiter Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, September 7th, 1921, the contractor agrees that all material and appliances shall be furnished and all labor performed as herein contemplated, either by the contractor or his sub-contractors in accordance with the rules and regulations to make effective the above principles now in force or which may hereafter be established by joint agreement of said Citizens’ Committee and authorized representatives of said contractors and architects. In case the contractor should at any time refuse or neglect to comply with the said rules and regulations, it shall be the option of the owner or architect to terminate this contract and have work performed by other contractors who will work under said rules and regulations, and any additional cost will be charged against the original contractor.

“We, of our own free will, make this pledge and agree that this pledge shall continue in existence until May 31st, 1925.”

The critical conditions which ruled in Chicago in 1921, when the building trades precipitated a revolt by the entire citizenship against the domineering actions of trades unions, have since been mitigated, but not wholly changed, and the work still goes on.

The individual support given by many of the profession has been effective in its influence upon those engaged in contracting for labor, both union and non-union. This activity became more pronounced when a general resolution was passed around recommending that all contracts have a clause inserted similar to that quoted. It remained for the always conservative Institute, represented by the Illinois Chapter, to depart from that conservative line “and approve and endorse,” as an association, the inserting of this arbitrary clause in all contracts offered contractors by its members. We are not sure that it is legal, but we are certain that it is wise, and thus demonstrating to the public that it is within the province of the architect to arbitrate, and stand by the arbitration in all matters affecting building or the building public. As a war measure the insertion of this clause in support of the efforts of the Citizens’ Committee in contracts is fully justified and should meet with the approval of the Institute itself.

Government Made Ridiculous By Charges Against Contractors

It may be necessary under this republican form of government of ours to use the waste political material. To justify their existence these appointees must have publicity. As the newspapers demand sensation when clothed in apparent fact for the reading of the populace that “believes everything printed in the Sunday paper,” the popular method is through “investigations,” and, where possible, “prosecutions.” Of course, even where there is actual cause, the sensation once sprung the matter is dropped and public attention turned to the next mare’s nest stirred up to justify some “reformer’s” itch for telling others how they should live or to satisfy the ambition of some unheard-of “legal light” to see his name on the front page. Of course the intelligent citizen fails to grow unduly excited over the startling revelations, smiles at the publicity-mad antics of the purveyors of the alleged misdemeanors and forgets them as too silly to be considered. But of all the silly and ridiculous charges that have yet been sprung by the incompetents that down hold political jobs at Washington are those in which six of the most competent, reliable and nationally known contractors in the United States are charged with malfeasance. No matter what pseudo-evidence may be brought forward there is not one architect under whose plans these men have erected the greatest and most costly structures known to any country or time, and no owner who paid the bills, that would believe the charges for one minute. Ridiculous? It is as ridiculous and silly as to charge the President—say, with boot-legging, or Mr. Hughes with telling state secrets to the casual reporter. The war work accomplished by these men, who brought all their seasoned experience to bear on the cantonment problem deserves a better recompense than this.
The Work of Pond and Pond
AN APPRECIATION
By Ralph Adams Cram

ONE of the outstanding characteristics of Mr. I. K. Pond’s work (amongst many that are equally distinguished) is the just balance he always preserves between historical precedent and essential modernism. Like all good architects—like all wise men whatever their line of thought and action—he knows that nothing real can be created that does not presume a certain and vital continuity of tradition; but, unlike many otherwise rational men, he sees very clearly that this tradition is not only valueless but actually poisonous if it stops there and is not made to serve the ends of a real contemporaneity. He is an evolutionist, not a revolutionist, on the one hand, nor an archaeologist on the other.

Half the troubles of the world today are due to the fact that one moiety of society is trying to preserve dead things, industrialism, capitalism, secularized education, political democracy, etc., while the other is trying to enforce wild theories and practices, produced by some process of parthenogenesis from the echoing brain-pans of funny people who proclaim that “all history is bunk” and the doctrines of continuity of life and the vitality of tradition no more than a monkey wrench thrown into the whirling wheels of “progress.” These are they that unloose on an astonished world the figments of Bolshevism, “new” art of all kinds, philosophies and religions that arise out of nothingness, and after an inconclusive career return to the point of departure.

In architecture, as in life, the valuable things are indestructible continuites that ever absorb new life from new conditions and express themselves in new forms that are yet instinct with duration. In architecture, for example, Gothic grew out of Norman and Romanesque, these out of Lombard, this out of the Byzantine art of the East and West Empires, and this in its turn from the mingling of Greek, Roman and Oriental traditions. Each was, in its final achievement, separate and distinct from all others, and yet there were not many styles but one style, if we consider only the underlying principles, immutable and indestructible, not only in the past but today and forever. The poor fools that try to “invent” a new style, a new philosophy, a new social theory, a new religion, are, as their forbears of old, striving to make bricks without straw.

Mr. Pond’s building, illustrated in this issue, is a good example of this grave wisdom based on a sound philosophy that marks all his work. At first glance one might say that it was “Tudor” of sorts, with its many gables, its mullioned and transomed windows, its severe tower-mass, its varied composition and beautifully considered silhouettes. So it should be, for this is of the genre and the genealogy of our higher education. Looking closer, however, one fails to find one element specifically Tudor, or even English, or indeed Mediaeval or Early Renaissance in its ornament, its details or its component parts. Like all good architecture, it grows naturally out of its function and a masterly and practical assemblage of its component parts. It is no paper architecture, but beautiful building developing from within out; you would know it for what it is without being told. As for its ornament, its sparse decoration, its spots of focus, its mouldings, its fittings, well—what are they? Certainly no more “historic” than was the acanthus, the egg and dart, the ball-flower, the cusped tracery or the crocket when each of these first appeared. These delicate and decorative forms, so pure in line, so satisfying in their light and shade, so essentially new (where newness should be), all have their psychological import, even their philosophical significance, if you like, but for my own part I am content with their grave beauty and their austere placing.

I have sometimes wondered what they really mean, these shallow, retreatning planes, these delicate and sweeping curves, these angles set with interlocked flower calyces and dentil courses accented like crisp music. On the whole I am not sure either that I want to know, or that it matters. Who shall read into old history and ferret the mind of the man who cut the first egg and dart or the first Greek fret? That these, and Mr. Pond’s equal devices, are grateful to the eye and sufficient to the mind, is enough.

There is a time for aesthetic opulence, for the almost (yes, quite) riotousness of imagination urged on by intolerable joy in life—or even, and sometimes, by intolerable sadness; witness the flamboyant Gothic of France and Flanders, the wild and passionate Renaissance (the most wonderful in the world) of all Spain. There is also a time for the gravity of restraint, the self-denial of an austere but kindly asceticism. The first field is not for Mr. Pond, nor indeed for any well-regulated man today; we lack the underlying faith and discipline that in other times have made it harmless and even beneficial for society and even for the artist. It is in the second field of noble self-control, conscious self-respect, that we can function favourably in this strange day and generation, and it is here that Mr. Pond stands master.
The Communal Factor in University Education
A DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN UNION
Pond and Pond, Architects
By Irving K. Pond, F. A. I. A.

The Michigan Union is a democratic idea which found lodgment in the minds of "Michigan men everywhere." It synchronized in the minds of Michigan men everywhere, after the manner of democratic ideas, which, wherever the seed may originate, will fructify in the mind of the mass. It was but natural that this idea should have its inception in the minds of alumni on the ground and in close contact with the student body; in men who were points of contact between the great body out in the world at large and the local body; men who where keenly alive to the needs and desires of the student body, particularly as affecting similar needs and desires on the part of the great alumni body. The need and the desire were manifest. It took a leader to define that need and minister to that desire. The idea having been made definite, the spirit having been made flesh in the corporate body, the Union was given its name. But the body needed a local habitation as well as a name. At this stage the services of the firm of Pond and Pond, Architects, were sought, chiefly because its members held and had formulated a distinct idea of democratic art and had given it expression in numerous buildings devoted to community and social service; such as Hull House, the Chicago Commons, the City Club of Chicago, and various schools and academies.

In design the building is an attempted realization in the concrete forms of art, of the scholastic phase of our broad and altruistically democratic idealism. In the first place, the style chosen might, if it were deemed necessary, be defended on the ground of its close relationship to the great democratic or Communal art of the Middle Ages. Basically the style is "English Collegiate" of the Gothic type, though in all its forms and details it is a thoroughly modern American expression, symbolic of the life of the American university rather than that of the English college. Not only are these forms symbolic of the American university, but also they symbolize the American community of which the university is a part—a glorified part and not a separate entity. The intimacy and freedom of the type appealed to the architects and to the building committee as against the formal and artificial dignity which finds itself so consistently garbed in the cut and dried forms of the pseudo-classic or the Renaissance, to which it was felt, in certain quarters, that the architects should have given heed.

The committee wisely declined to send the living spirit of the alumni of Michigan stalking down into the future clad in the cerements of a sham aristocracy. Rightly interpreted, a building of the classic or horizontal type signifies completion; a self-satisfied, not to say self-centered conclusion. Life in the American community, in the American university, is not completed; it is in a state of flux, it is ever growing and developing; and this condition must be recognized and expressed in any form of art which would seek to interpret a democratic society. And so, what strikes us first on viewing this home of the Union is its upward movement, its self-assertive defiance of finality, its uncrushed aspiration, its inherent unity; and all this in spite of the boldness of the masses—bold almost to heaviness—and the rhythmic movement of horizontality, expressive of self-control and intellectual restraint. There is no feature which dominates, as a dome may be said to dominate. Such a feature, such domination would not be democratic. There is the expression of leadership; there is the indication that even in a democracy individuals may differ in size of body, in largeness of
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heart, in breadth of intellect, even in degree of physical comeliness.

This idea of leadership is exemplified in the tower which does not dominate, even in a physical sense, but which leads all other lines and masses into unity of purpose, into a full and harmonious relationship with itself and with each other. The pyramidal expression of resistance to time and the elements, of serene indifference to external assault, especially in the spiritual sense, of the unity of purpose and ideal, which the Greeks expressed in their temples by inclining the axes of the columns inward so that they meet at a point high above the earth; which the Mediaeval builder expressed in receding buttresses and pointed roofs and arches; all this, culminating in the tower, has been imparted in this design by the simple expedient of setting back the exterior faces as the walls decrease in thickness, and of modeling the corners by a logical and structural handling of the masonry. There are no applied architectural features in, on, or about the building; everything which ministers to the effect sought to be produced is inherently a part of the structure.

Piers and pilasters will be seen in the interior, but always enforcing the elements of the real structure. That these pilasters and these piers, external or internal, may perform their structural function and at the same time permit freedom of plan and design, they are never crowned with the conventional capital, nor is the conventional entablature ever superimposed upon them. Such features imply a proportioning of parts which would be fatal to the development of the plan required by the uses of this building.

But that there may not be absolute barrenness, that there may not be a lack of such structural symbolism as the aesthetic sense demands, such, indeed, as is provided by conventional capitals, bases, and consoles properly employed, the structural forces inherent and always active in walls and piers are symbolized and dramatized by the carved ornaments of stone upon the exterior and the stone and plaster ornaments and colored faience of the interior. This ornament is a study in the interpretation of democratic principles and ideals in terms of structural symbolism. The Greek capital interpreted the individual; this ornament seeks to interpret society as well. The forces are working together in sympathy and harmony with a resultant unity. Here one force develops its character against the determining factor of its existence—a fixed extraneous fact. Here another force develops through contact with its neighbor or neighbors. Here another force has overcome an obstacle and has developed strength and poise from the encounter, and is thus better prepared for the supreme test when it enters upon the final conflict from which it is to emerge in
the fulness of perfected character. The possibility of ultimate failure is not conceded. All of these forces—for these forms represent forces, abstract forces and not conventionalized foliage—all of these forces act, react, and interact in a society in which each individual has his part to play and in which he contributes toward the beautiful, the perfect whole.

This is the lesson which this ornament seeks to convey: the symbol of society which it attempts to set forth in terms of structural forces ideally functioning. Color assists in many instances to characterize the individual, to bring out more fully the individuality of the force operating. The prevailing tones in this particular building are yellow and blue, the university colors, and other colors are made to develop against these two. But, again, yellow and blue are called upon to develop character through resisting some force or forces of other and different complexions. There is room for all in a democracy of college, of civil, or of social life.

All of the philosophy underlying the design of the "Union building" has been quite fully set forth in my little volume entitled "The Meaning of Architecture," published by Marshall Jones and Company, of Boston, and reviewed sympathetically by George W. Eggers in the pages of this magazine. (Western Architect, November, 1918), a book recommended to such as care, for cultural or other reasons, to dip deeper and more fully into this phase of art.

The Union Building is not in character and kind as the other buildings upon a college campus. The University Union, serving the alumni and the student bodies, is a very recent and fair flower in the evolution of popular education, especially of that system which bestows its benefits that the recipient, through education gained may better serve the community and the state. In the library building, for instance, are gathered the leaves of the tree of knowledge and they are bound and so disposed that one so inclined in handling them may partake of and taste the fruit of the
tree of that knowledge which comes from the garnered experience of generations. In the academic buildings learning is dispensed, where one so disposed may learn through precept and experiment. Again in the laboratories and the shops technical skill may be acquired.

Knowledge, learning and technical skill—these are the elements with which the older education was content to equip a man who was to go out into the world to develop himself in the service of his fellows. These were the mechanical elements which might make of a man an efficient machine when, through hard knocks, he had acquired wisdom.

To put the mentally developing student on the right road to wisdom, on the road to a right wisdom, the Union enters with all its varied equipment and all its rare forces. It provides social contacts, and opportunities for the exercise of initiative and for executive experience. It develops poise and mental balance, it gives opportunity for leadership; it makes for true community of thought and purpose of action; it makes its devotees wise—not wholly with a worldly wisdom, but with a spiritual wisdom. The Union Building, then, should stand bathed in an atmosphere of poise, of calm, of restrained spiritual emotionalism, of sincerity, of truth, of beauty. It should stand as a veritable temple to Hagia Sophia. To create that atmosphere in the building was the aim and ambition of its architects. That every soul that enters the portals of the building may be bathed in that atmosphere is the hope of all who have been instrumental in its inception and final realization. Knowledge, learning, technical skill may be imbibed in the Campus buildings; wisdom—a spiritual wisdom under the guidance of which alone can knowledge, learning and technical skill become potent and effective—will draw its inspiration and right incentive from the life and activities which the Union idea unfolds and which the Union Building houses and to which the building itself directly ministers.

In the material sense a building is only an inert pile of brick, steel and concrete; but in the higher sense it is instinct with a spirit which can quicken the life enacted within it and about it, or can deaden it and defeat its development. That potency lies within the inert mass of brick and steel and concrete. It has been the aim of the architects of the Michigan Union Building that in mass, form, details and color this building shall minister to the democratic spirit of the true American college, and, through a vital and pervading symbolism, present an ideal and enforce an appreciation of the value of social and spiritual contacts in the development of the individual, the relation of the individual to the community, and the interaction between individuals and groups in building up a beneficent, democratic state.

Comparatively few buildings have had the study put upon them that this one has. Over a long period of time, with deepening ardor, with
critical judgment, committees have struggled, the architects of the building have labored, other architects have advised, the best of engineers have co-operated. The building does not stand as a one-man expression, a one-man achievement; it embodies the best blood and brain of men who were working, devoid of self-interest, in true democratic spirit, toward the goal. In this respect, at least, it is a true democratic expression.

**Description of the Michigan Union Building**

The exterior walls of the building are of a side cut, red brick with the darkest and reddest of the kiln run eliminated; golden reds and purples tone the general surface. The brick is trimmed freely with Indiana Limestone which forms a high basement. Four great bays and the trim, mullions and transom bars of all windows are in the stone, which shows generally on the inside, eliminating wood trim. The pilasters and piers and stone work of the interior are generally of Indiana Limestone of a warm tone; the great fireplace of the reading room being of Kettle River sandstone of a warm, brown hue.

The carving upon the exterior stone is so disposed as to accent the structure. Into the face of the interior stone at proper points are inserted polychrome terra cotta ornaments which function as do the exterior carvings; all interior carving and plaster ornaments do the same. That is, the function of all the moulded and carved ornaments is to enhance structural values and to soften structural austerities; and these features will in no way clash with a desired mural treatment, but will heighten its effect.

White oak is used in the trim and wainscotings, of which latter there is a considerable and free use.

Floors of flagstone in soft variegation of tone, tile, brick, terrazzo, have been used, frequently in combination, to produce the atmospheric effect sought, and to give character to the various rooms.

Over the finish of the oak, over the colors of the polychrome and of the floors, is a soft, silver-purple haze which enhances the effect of mystery that was sought to be imparted generally. This effect is heightened by the presence of a softened daylight at the ends of all prominent vistas; at the end of almost every vista. The larger divisions of the sash are glazed with leaded panes in units of about four inches by six inches. Below the horizontal line of vision the glass is clear; above that line clouded glass, that is, glass which is translucent but still white, begins to appear, shading off as the top is approached, into a field toned with violet, lavender, pale blue and amber in soft tones. So that in the daytime, no matter what external atmospheric conditions obtain, the interior is suffused with a soft glow as of sunlight. All interior colors were chosen to react harmoniously to this effect.
In general the tones of the oak are soft, warm gray. In the main dining room the colors of the wood are a soft, yellowish gray in the fluted members, which flank wide panels of deep blue over which flies an iridescent gleam of purple. The hangings echo the color scheme, and colored lamps enhance it.

The wood of the reading room, which is wainscoted some fifteen feet up, is a warm tone verging on, but not imitating, old mahogany. Everywhere the color is for color effect and not for imitation of other materials.

The tap room is walled to the height of seven feet with a warm brown tile, softly variegated; this is crowned with a six-inch band of three by three-inch tile in the richest and most varied colorings that it was possible to procure.

As the building depends so greatly for its effect upon its masses in conjunction with its atmospheric coloring, rather than upon crisp details of light and shade, it fails in a great measure of adequate presentation in photographs. The forms and colors are to be felt as well as seen.

Indianapolis Zoning Law

The city of Indianapolis has adopted a zoning ordinance establishing 5 districts: (1) dwelling house; (2) apartment house; (3) business; (4) first industrial and (5) second industrial. A lot area of 7500 square feet per family is required in a limited section; 4800 square feet per family in the less developed areas around the borders of the city; and 2400 square feet or two families to the ordinary 40 by 120 foot lot throughout the rest of the dwelling house area. In much of the area in which apartment houses are permitted 1200 square feet per family is required; in limited portions of the apartment house districts only 600 square feet per family is required; and in very limited areas suitable for hotels and apartment with elevators, there is no limit as to the number of families that may be housed on a given area. Front, rear and side yards are required in all residence districts.

In the height district allowing maximum height, the limit is 180 feet, except that for a street 100 feet or more in width, the limit is 200 feet. As practically all of the streets in this district are 90 feet in width the limit is really based on two times the street width. Washington Street with a width of 120 feet is the only street where the 200 foot height will be allowed at the street line. Greater height will be permitted with a set back in the ratio 1 to 3; but this set back must be from all lot lines as well as from street lines. The City Plan Commission first recommended a height limit of 150 feet but later agreed to the 180 foot limit as a compromise with the down town owners who asked for the retention of the then existing limit of 200 feet. Robert Whitten is consultant and Lawrence V. Sheridan is secretary and engineer of the City Plan Commission.

The thirty-sixth annual Chicago Architectural Exhibition, held under the joint auspices of the Chicago Architectural Club, the Illinois Society of Architects, the Illinois Chapter of the Institute, with the co-operation of the Art Institute of Chicago, will be held this year May 1 to May 31, in the Art Institute. The Exhibit will be illustrative of architecture and the allied arts, and exhibits must be received March 30 and will be discharged on June 2. The chairman of the Exhibit this year is Elmer J. Fox; the secretary, Perry W. Swern, and the treasurer, Hubert Burnham. Clare C. Hosmer, A. I. A., is acting as director, and to his office, 1808 Mallers Building, all correspondence concerning the Exhibit should be sent.

A specification providing safe and minimum allowable construction for suspended ceilings of metal lath has been issued by the Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers and is available by addressing Wharton Clay, Commissioner, 123 W. Madison St., Chicago. Use of the suspended ceiling for decorative purposes in residences, theaters, schools, institutions, public and office buildings, is becoming more widespread.

Safety In Window Cleaning

Our Royal Bronze Holdfasts and Anchorage Devices are tested and listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories. Write for Catalog D

National Safety Window Device Company
62 West Washington Street, Chicago
See Specifications Page 1204, in Sweet's

The Hoffman PEERLESS Drawing Stand

A light handsome stand, of tubular construction. Instantly adjustable from 30 to 43 inches high, any angle from horizontal to vertical. Turn your drawing to any position by revolving the board. Can be quickly knocked down and packed in small space for shipment. A most serviceable stand for sketching or small drawings. The price is moderate.

Western Dealers

CHICAGO, Fayre, Ruhl & Co.
ST. LOUIS, F. Weber & Co.
PITTSBURG, B. K. Elliott Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, The H. Leder Co.
CLEVELAND, B. K. Elliott Co.

HOFFMAN DRAWING STAND CO.
281 Meigs St., Rochester, N. Y.

ST. PAUL, H. A. Rogers Co.
SEATTLE, Loeman & Hayward Co.
PORTLAND, The Frederick Post Co.
DENVER, H. N. Meininger.
SAN FRANCISCO, The A. Liets Co.

Write for descriptive booklet No. 1.
Four and one half centuries find the terra cotta work upon this magnificent Italian building in as perfect condition throughout as when first erected.

Modern terra cotta has been still further perfected in time-defying permanence. When correctly detailed and properly incorporated in good construction it will last for ages and require but the minimum of attention in proper building maintenance.

Send for our literature illustrating the right methods, the wide range of ornamental effect and artistic use of color. Address National Terra Cotta Society, 19 West 44th Street, New York City.

TERRA COTTA
Permanent Beautiful Profitable
EXQUISITE DETAIL GIVES THE NOTE OF PERFECTION

The installation of the Fairfacts China Accessories in bathroom walls is rapidly becoming standard practice not only in the construction of the finest residences, hotels and apartment houses, but in less pretentious homes as well.

It is not conceivable that anyone who has enjoyed their convenience would willingly go back to old-fashioned portable fixtures.

Because Fairfacts Accessories are made of china, they are easily cleaned. They will not crack or check and are free from danger of stains. These accessories cover every need of the modern bathroom—Soap Holders, Towel Racks, Paper Holders, Tooth Brush and Tumbler Holders, Shelves and Electric Radiators.

Fairfacts Fixtures are installed by tile contractors—the only trade that does this work and should be included in the tile contract. We do not sell the plumbing trade.

For details and specifications, see 17th Edition, Sweet's Architectural Catalog, pages 1463-1464-1465.

The Fairfacts Company, Inc.
Manufacturers
Dept. W. 234-236 West 14th Street, New York City

Fairfacts Fixtures
BUILT IN YOUR BATHROOM WALLS

Look for this label
A BETTER HEATING AND VENTILATING UNIT

YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS CAN REST ASSURED that you have selected the best of ventilation for that new building, when you specify in your Heating and Ventilating Contract—

“This Contractor shall furnish and install complete, according to plans, specifications and manufacturers' details, Buckeye Heatovents, of the number, size and type shown on the plans.”

BUCKEYE HEATOVENTS incorporate the latest and best engineering principles and are constructed of the very highest class materials and workmanship. These features, together with that intangible asset “Buckeye Service” insure your clients against poor ventilation and future repair bills.

Why not let us submit a detail layout for that building which you are planning now?

You need not feel obligated in any way, as our Engineering Dept. is maintained to assist and serve you in any capacity.

Get in touch with the Engineer in our nearest branch office.

BUCKEYE BLOWER COMPANY
437 West Town Street
Columbus, Ohio

DIRECT FACTORY BRANCHES

Buckeye Blower Company
1400 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Buckeye Blower Company
503 Wabash Building,

Buckeye Blower Company
324 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, Ill.

John H. Kitchen & Co.
302 Delmain Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Buckeye Blower Company
372 Whitehall Street,
Atlanta, Ga.

Case & Morse
609 Burke Bldg.,
Seattle, Washington
Hotel Vendig—Philadelphia Proves Low Operating and Upkeep Costs of Dunham Vacuum System of Heating

This Letter Tells The Story:

250,300 Dunham Radiator Traps in use 9 Heating Seasons. Total upkeep cost $4.20.

Note that exhaust steam is used. For full particulars write, today.

C. A. DUNHAM CO.
230 E. Ohio St.,
Chicago, Ill.

57 Branch and Local Sales Offices in the United States and Canada.

THE Economy Automatic COMBINATION BOILER AND GAS WATER HEATER

is the common sense equipment for supplying hot water for the residence, the two flat and three story apartment. It serves as the storage boiler in every respect as a plain boiler serves and in addition it is a complete piece of equipment for rendering instant and continuous hot water service with gas as the fuel. It operates without any attention by owner, tenant or janitor at a fuel cost no greater than the cost of coal. Nothing else on the market equals the “Economy Automatic” for hot water service.

For kitchen installation the “Economy Regular” Non-Automatic Gas Heating Combination Boiler is driving the plain boiler with side heater off the market. Builders everywhere should adopt it as a standard specification instead of plain boilers.

Sweeet's Architectural Catalog (Pages 1508–1509) describes Economy Boilers.

ECONOMY HEATER COMPANY
168 South LaSalle Street, Chicago

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS AND WHEN DOING SO KINDLY MENTION THE WESTERN ARCHITECT
Many Advantages

come from the use of E-Cod Fabric as a base for interior plastering. It eliminates checking, cracking and staining of plaster, is fire-retardant and sound deadening. It is economical, saving from 40% to 60% of the plaster which goes to form the key on an ordinary open-mesh lath.

E-Cod Fabric is ideal for both interior and exterior plastering, producing a lasting, durable, warm wall at a minimum of cost. You will find it of advantage to investigate the merits of this Ideal Plastering Base.

M. J. MacAdams Corporation
Conway Building, Chicago

The KERNERATOR

Unless You Build it in they can never have it!

WHY not call your clients' attention to the Kernerator? They can take it or leave it—just as they see fit. You at least have brought it to their attention before it is too late.

For the Kernerator must be installed when the house is being built. It cannot be installed in existing buildings.

All household waste, rubbish, garbage, is dropped into the convenient hopper door. Falling to the brick combustion chamber in the basement, everything, except non-combustibles, is reduced to ashes. The non-combustibles are rendered dry and germ-free for easy disposal.

There is no upkeep expense—the moderate first cost of the Kernerator is the last, as the refuse itself is all the fuel needed.

Hundreds of Kernerator installations in modern apartments and residences have been in service for several years, without a cent of upkeep or replacement expense.

Installation is simple—a brick combustion chamber in the basement, with patented fittings, communicates through a separate flue, to hopper doors conveniently located on the upper floors. For details, see page 2124, Sweet's Engineering Catalog for 1922, or write—

Kerner Incinerator Company
1031 Chestnut St. Milwaukee, Wis.

KERNERATOR
Patent Office
Reg. U. S. Patent Office
If We Didn't Make Hardware We Couldn't Make Partitions

You can make the most elaborate combinations of doors in the world, but if they do not operate easily, smoothly and promptly they are just plain nuisances. For on the hardware depends the action.

There are some 15 different pieces in every Sectionfold Partition. And as every job is different than every other, we have to make our own hardware. Make it the way we want it. Make it special to give the special results that you want.

It is really the hardware that makes Sectionfold the wonderfully efficient partition that it is. Incidentally they can be made to match any interior old or new.

Our Catalog Tells the Story in Detail. Send for it.

The J.G. Wilson Corporation
5 East 36th Street, New York City
Offices in principal cities
**Interior Decorators**

A special service for Architects is maintained in the designing and construction of special furniture, in selection of draperies and wall hangings. We work with Architects in their painting and finishing problems. Estimates and suggestions are furnished on request.

Chicago headquarters 614, South Michigan Boulevard.  
Established 1856  
W. P. Nelson Company  
N. J. Nelson, President  
CHICAGO  CLEVELAND  PITTSBURG  NEW YORK

---

**Arrange the Partitions as You want them**

In designing churches, schools, hotels and public buildings generally where accordion doors or folding partitions are required to close wide openings, the question of a practical layout of these doors is sometimes vexing.

It is our belief, based on evidence and a quarter of a century of experience that McCabe Hangers are the solution for folding door problems. Our staff will gladly assist you.

So we simply say, "Arrange the partitions as you want them, and write in your specification, McCabe Hangers."

There are many types of McCabe Hangers, but each is built to an equal high standard and is simple, strong—and in operation, smooth and quiet.

THE McCabe HANGER MFG. CO.  
425 W. 25th St., New York City

---

Send for our "Brown Book"
THE WESTERN ARCHITECT

Polaralite Signs
dignified, yet striking

The signs in a banking room present a distinct problem. Like all signs, their primary purpose is to attract attention. But at the same time they must express the dignity and solidity of the institution. Too often one or both of these considerations suffer.

With the Frink Polaralite signs, however, both are achieved in a high degree. The frame is designed to harmonize with the architectural motif. The letters, deeply sand-blasted on a heavy sheet of plate glass, are so illuminated from an invisible source that they stand out in brilliant relief against a dead ground.

The effect is beautiful and attention-compelling. The sign consumes but little current, and has nothing to deteriorate or wear out.

The examples shown are merely suggestions. There is practically no limit to the designs that can be carried out in these signs. Write for our special Bank Catalog, which describes

Polaralite Signs
Screen Reflectors
Desk Reflectors
Upward Diffusers

I. P. Frink, Inc.
24th Street and 10th Avenue, New York

Chicago, Ill.
Monadnock Bidg
San Francisco, Cal.
77 O'Farrell St.

Boston, Mass.
161 Summer Street
Franklin Trust Bidg

Detroit, Mich.
325 State St.
Cleveland, Ohio
609 Seaboard Bidg

St. Louis, Mo.
1415 Pine Street
Louisville, Ky.
415 W. Main St.

St. Louis, Mo.
1415 Pine Street
Birmingham, Ala.
Bank Bidg

Associated with Robert Mitchell Co., Ltd.
301 Mutual Life Bidg

64 Belair Avenue, Montreal
THE BLACKSTONE
1909

ILLINOIS HEATING SYSTEMS

SPECIFIED FOR THE DRAKE
AFTER 10 YEARS OF SERVICE IN THE BLACKSTONE

THE
DRake
CHICAGO
Marshall & Fox Architects

Wood Roof Trusses
Double Strength Truss Company
833-35 N. California Ave.
CHICAGO

X-RAY LIGHTING
from Concealed Sources
"It's All in the X-Ray Reflector"
NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.
Resident Engineers in All Principal Cities
New York: 31-5 W. 46th St.
Chicago: 228 W. Jackson Blvd.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE
Our own factory, built and equipped for our work exclusively, permits the maintenance of a high standard of quality and insures prompt completion.
CUTLER MAIL CHUTE COMPANY
General Offices and Factory: ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

Plate Makers for the Particular Advertiser. Designers Illustrators. Photo Retouching. Color Plates Halftones Zinc Etchings
WE HAVE MADE THE PLATES FOR THIS PUBLICATION FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS . . .
MINNESOTA ENGRAVING & COLORPLATE CO. INC.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
To Architects and Heating Engineers: The Ideal Type A Heat Machine is performing in hundreds of other homes, from smaller homes to fine mansions, churches, schools, apartments houses, hospitals, banks, theatres and office buildings. Send to either address below for the attractive book that describes, with test charts and illustrations, the reasons for its marked success.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY
IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators for every heating need

104 West 42nd Street, Dept. T-41
NEW YORK

AMERICAN RADIATOR BOILERS
816 So. Michigan Ave., Dept. T-41
CHICAGO

“ALMOST HUMAN”—says Mr. Goodall

EDWIN GOODALL of Hackensack, N.J., took out his old-fashioned wasteful heating plant and installed an Ideal Type A Boiler.

“I am told you call it a ‘Heat Machine’,” he writes. “I call it almost human; its appetite is exceedingly considerate of my pocket-book.”

Mr. Goodall has learned by experience the secret which doubtless many of your clients, when building, may overlook; that the slightly greater initial cost of a good boiler is nothing compared with the coal it saves in a life-time of service.

The Ideal Type A Heat Machine—an aristocrat in appearance—is a working aristocrat in performance. It soon pays back its cost in the coal that it saves. That alone makes it worthy of your specification.